Note that the properties (a. A, p >n, and (/3 ) together imply (y ) For each G eQ, there is a U £ ll such that hiG x \n, «)) C A (l/)
'77 '-' n n and diamMG x \n, oc)) < e . 77 We shall now conclude the proof of Theorem 1.1 using only the properties (a ), ifi ) and (y ). The following is the one delicate point of the proof:
Claim 2. h' ior equivalently h ) is onto.
Proof of Claim 2. We use Following R. D. Edwards, we observe that the sequence U , so constructed is decreasing. Indeed, y =^"+2(*" + 1) e A"+2(G"+1^ C h"n(-Un*l)' so *n = h~n+liy) e Un+l, whence Gn C G +1. This implies, using (a ), that h iU ) D/5 (1/ ..), so U 3(7 +1. As ll refines i/V(G; f )| G e §!, Edwards' observation implies that the sequence x^ verifies hypothesis (H) of the Lemma. This Lemma provides a limit x for a subsequence x(<p(n)), and, by continuity, ^(x) = y.
Claim 3. h is injective and closed.
oc '
Proof of Claim 3. h is onto, so it suffieces to prove the following. (1) H: M x A -» M x A, Hix, t) = ihix, t), t) is proper.
(2) hx is a proper surjective map.
(3) h (x) converges uniformly to hK as t -> oc.
IV Proof of Complement 2.2. Let y(n), n e N, be a Cauchy sequence for A in M/ §. We must find a convergent subsequence for y(n). For each n, choose x(n) in M so that p(x(n)) = y(n).
Fix an integer q. Thus, for large ra, m, one has A(y(ra), y(m)) < 2~q, which implies that S^.AyM, y(m)) < I, so there exists a N(G; l/q) which contains ix(ra)! for large n. Lemma 1.2 now provides a convergent subsequence x(cf>(n)); as p: M -• M/ § is continuous, y(cp(n)) is also convergent.
